Danny Pang: NU Registration

Positive:

- “Show more/show less” helps keep the interface cleaner
  - Heuristic: Simple and Natural Dialog
- Bar graph is very nice in its movement and provides nice visual feedback.
  - Heuristic: Simple and Natural/Minimize User Memory Load
- Font choice is nice (professional but young) and used throughout giving a cohesive feel.
  - Heuristic: Consistency

Negative:

- On the login screen the login button is to the right and reset is to the left. Generally (at least in western society) there is an expectation that “moving forward” will be in the bottom left.
  - Heuristic: Consistency (external)
  - Severity: Minor
- Tabs at top of the evaluation page don’t do anything and are labeled “1,2,3,4” if they don’t do anything gray them out or take them out. (Also more descriptive names if you keep them.)
  - Heuristic: Simple and Natural Dialog
  - Severity: Minor
- Bar graph on evaluation page colors are confusing (currently there is a positive category with 90% which is red, when red is generally a bad color.) Maybe use either consistent color and/or have colors based on value (for example high values green, low values red, etc).
  - Heuristic: Consistency
  - Severity: Cosmetic
- Evaluation page lacks any padding around text (especially evident on left side).
  - Heuristic: Minimize User Memory Load (?) (Poorly formatted info is harder to quickly parse.)
  - Severity: Minor/Cosmetic
- Evaluation page “registers” for classes just by clicking the class.
  - Heuristic: Preventing Errors
  - It is very easy to misclick and accidentally register, also does it unregister if
you unselect the course? What if you register leave the page and register for a new one? Does the old one get forgotten or does it keep adding.

- Recommendation: It should probably have you selected then click a button to register.
- Severity: Major

- Related to prior point, red text says to “Please complete course selection options before finalizing your registration” then there is no visible option to finalize the registration.
  - Heuristic: Simple and Natural Dialog/Consistency (?)
  - Severity: Major

- There are way too many dialog boxes being thrown with registering for courses. (Chrome is asking if I want to stop the page throwing dialog boxes.)
  - Heuristic: Consistency (dialog boxes aren’t meant for every little thing, they are pretty distracting and should be used carefully.)
  - Severity: Minor

- Regarding the tasks, there don’t appear to have any class times which conflict despite having a note in the task about avoiding them. Also it doesn’t mind if the user registers for all of the classes.
  - Heuristic: N/A
  - Severity: Cosmetic

- Course titles get lost in the mass of text.
  - Heuristic: Simple and Natural Dialog/Minimize User Memory Load
  - Fix: Course titles should probably be bolded or sized up.
  - Severity: Cosmetic